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ABOUT THE PERFORMERS 
�

The Edmonton Symphony Orchestra 
 

The Edmonton Symphony Orchestra is Canada’s fourth largest 
orchestra, and has been the source of live, orchestral music to the 
Edmonton area, northern Alberta, and into the Northwest and Yukon 
Territories since the formation of the Edmonton Symphony Society in 
1952. 
 
The ESO boasts 56 fulltime professional musicians, the majority of 
whom are invaluable teachers of music at Edmonton area schools, 
universities and in private programs. In January 2005, the orchestra 

was delighted to announce that William Eddins has been appointed Music Director. The 
orchestra’s performance home is the Francis Winspear Centre for Music, in the Arts 
District, downtown Edmonton. Each season, the ESO performs music of all sorts, from 
classical masterpieces to country crossover, to over 100,000 people, in several different 
subscription series and special performances. 
�

�

Michael Massey, conductor 
 
Michael Massey was born in England and 
immigrated to Canada in 1957. Studies at the 
University of Alberta led to two years at the 
Geneva Conservatory where he was 
unanimously awarded the "Premier Prix de 
Virtuosité." 
 
Mr. Massey has performed as a soloist and 
chamber musician throughout Canada, England 
and Scotland. He has appeared frequently as 
soloist with the Edmonton Symphony Orchestra, 

and has also been its orchestral pianist for over twenty-five years. Since 1977, Michael 
Massey has been Music Director of the Edmonton Youth Orchestra programme. He 
took the EYO on tour to Los Angeles, Australia, Austria, Great Britain, Ontario, Quebec 
and Northern Alberta. The EYO has also produced five compact discs displaying a wide 
variety of repertoire. 
 
Mr. Massey has appeared as guest conductor with the Edmonton Symphony, Calgary 
Philharmonic, the Philharmonia Orchestra and the Scottish National Orchestra. In 2002, 
Mr. Massey was inducted into the Edmonton Cultural Hall of Fame as an Artist–Builder 
and also received the Queen's Golden Jubilee Medal. 
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Dandi Orchestra Productions 
 
Dandi Productions was established in 1997 by Canadian performers Doug McKeag and 
Onalea Gilbertson, to produce, promote and develop new and innovative programming 
for orchestras. 
 
Dandi's first project for Young Audiences was the North American Premiere of the 
Orchestra version of Roald Dahl's "Little Red Riding Hood".  Together with master 
puppeteer Judd Palmer, McKeag and Gilbertson developed a brand new kind of 
performance concert, which featured broad acting, unusual puppets and a keen 
appreciation for the fundamental importance of the music and text. 
 
Since then, the company has adapted or created four more delightful concerts for 
Young Audiences.  They have commissioned original stories and scripts, as well as full 
orchestra compositions.   
 
In 2000, Dandi Productions was invited by the Edmonton Symphony Orchestra to 
develop “The Twins and the Monster” for a concert presentation.  Doug McKeag 
adapted Tololwa M. Mollel’s story, and John Estacio wrote the beautiful score.  Dandi 
commissioned the masks, and took the work from page to stage, mounting the World 
Premiere at the Francis Winspear Centre in Edmonton.   The concert has now been 
seen across Canada.  The Ottawa performance is the debut of the bilingual edition. 
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Sarah Malik, actress 
 
Sarah got her start in the arts growing up in culturally-rich Newfoundland, where she 
worked with the likes of Artistic Fraud, Resource Centre for the Arts, and Shakespeare 
by the Sea. She then went on to do an exchange program with Canada World Youth, 
where she spent three and a half months in a rural West African town, living with a host 
family, working with local villagers, and learning with African youth.  Now living in 
Calgary, Sarah works occasionally for the Old Trout Puppet Workshop and has been 
teaching art and theatre at a great camp tucked away in the Rockies. She is also a 
trained clown who has studied the art with Sue Morrison.  This is her first show since 
her return from Africa.  
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�

Pedagogical Guide for Teachers 
 
 

“The Twins and the Monster” is based on a traditional South African tale retold by 
award-winning author Tolowa M. Mollel. An adaptation for orchestra was written by 
Doug McKeag and the score was composed by John Estacio. 
 
Story Synopsis 
Aziza and her twin brother Azizi live in a village on the edge of a beautiful forest. Deep 
within the forest there lives a horrible monster and a ferocious witch. Over the years, the 
monster and witch have wreaked havoc on the village and struck fear into the hearts of 
all. 
 
One day when Aziza is alone, the monster’s pet parrot knocks on Aziza’s door. The 
parrot tricks Aziza and sings the special song that she and her brother use to signal that 
it is safe to open the door. When Aziza opens the door the parrot leads her straight to 
the monster, who takes her to his dark and dangerous cave.  
 
When Azizi returns home to find that his sister has disappeared, he sets out to find her. 
Helped in his quest by the birds, the wind, the rain, the trees and his special song, Azizi 
finds his sister. With the aid of a swarm of bees, Aziza and Azizi escape, destroy the 
monster and the witch and bring peace to the forest. 
 
Performance Preview 
This classic African tale is told and dramatized by the same actor and dancer using 
movement, masks and song. Lighting and costuming add to the visual impact of the 
event. A full orchestral score provides the accompaniment to the tale.  
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Curriculum Connections – Grades 1 – 3 
 
Music 
Listen to the twins’ song on the CD accompanying this kit (track no. 3). This song, has a 
steady beat and has 4 “musical sentences” known as phrases.   The lyrics which 
accompany these phrases are in Swahili, one of the two official languages of Tanzania, 
Tolowa M. Mollel’s homeland.  
 
The following activities focus on beat, phrase and the contour or “shape” of the melody: 
• While listening to the song, students pat a steady beat (pulse) on their legs 
• Make a standing circle and walk on the beat, while singing the song 
• Change directions for each new phrase; there are four phrases in the song 
• Play the beat on a different percussion instrument for each phrase (ie drum, sticks, 

maracas, bells) 
Phrase 1: Fungua fungua, hodi (drums) 
Phrase 2: Mi pacha Azizi, hodi (sticks) 
Phrase 3: Walo sio jitu, hodi (maracas) 
Phrase 4: Fungua fungua hodi! (bells) 

• Create one card for each phrase, showing the “shape” of the melody 
 
 

Phrase 1 
 
 
 
 
Phrase 2 
 
 
 
 
Phrase 3 
 
 
 
 
Phrase 4 
 
 

 
• Students can arrange the 

cards in the correct sequence. 
Discuss the fact that phrase 2 
and 3 are identical 
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Retell the story using sound effects and percussion instruments to represent the 
characters. Each time you mention a specific character, students play the appropriate 
sound effect or instrument. Examples are suggested below: 
• Azizi can be represented by rhythm sticks 
• Aziza can be represented by a triangle 
• Forest can be represented by sounds imitating the wind in the trees, or by scraping 

fingers on the head of a drum 
• Monster and Witch can be represented by growling vocal sounds or by crashing 

cymbals and metal sounds 
• Parrot can be represented by vocalized bird sounds 
• Wind can be represented with whistling  
• Rain can be represented with tapping fingers on desks or the floor 
• Birds can be represented with vocal sounds 
• Bees can be represented with “buzzing” sounds 
• Thunder and lightning can be represented on drums 
• Students can create visual representations for these sounds, and can put them on 

the board in the correct sequence 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 
Ex. Thunder   Wind 

 
Once you have retold the story with percussion and/or sound effects, encourage the 
students to become aware that different instruments in the orchestra represent each 
character or element in the story. 
• Aziza is represented by the oboe 
• Azizi is represented by the French horn 
• The forest is represented by the string family 
• The monster is represented by the tuba 
 
 
 
The following resources introduce the families of instruments in the orchestra: 
• The Musical Life of Gustav Mole, illustrated by Kathryn Meyrick, published by Child’s 

Play International Ltd., 1989, Martinez, California U.S.A. 1-800-426-4777 (this 
resource includes a picture book and cassette). 

• “The Young Person’s Guide to the Orchestra,” composed by Benjamin Britten; this 
recording should be available in the Classical section of your local music store. Ask 
for a version with narrator 
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• “Peter and the Wolf,” music and story by Serge Prokofiev; this recording should be 
available in the Classical section of your local music store. Ask for a version with 
narrator 

• L’histoire de Babar, le petit elephant  by Francis Poulenc. 
• Le conte de l’oiseau,  also know as The Tale of the Bird by Canadian composer 

André Prévost. 
• www.artsalive.ca, the National Arts Centre’s educational web site, has information 

on the families of instruments in the orchestra 
• www.datadragon.com/education/instruments is another web site with age-

appropriate information on instruments of the orchestra  
 
Drama/Dance 
 
“The Twins and the Monster” lends itself to dramatization involving movement and role-
play. The following activities are suggested : 
 
• A student or a group of students can retell the story 
• Students can interpret the story using role-play; encourage students to develop 

concentration while playing the different roles  
• When using movement to represent nature (birds, trees, etc.), encourage students to 

use a variety of speeds and levels in space (high, medium, low) to create meaningful 
representations  

 
Visual Art 
The forest in this fairy tale offers opportunities for working with the elements of line, 
texture and colour. 
• Using a rectangular page, draw the horizon line approximately 1/3 up from the 

bottom of the page 
• Apply a pale blue watercolour wash above the horizon line and a green wash below 

the horizon 
• When the watercolour wash dries, create the forest; several techniques are 

suggested below: 
o Tear paper to represent grass and the forest floor 
o Cut construction paper to represent trees, clouds, etc. 
o Draw trees, birds, etc. with chalk or pastel 

 
Language Arts 
This story can be used as an introduction to fairy tales. Encourage students to notice 
the following aspects of the story which are characteristic of fairy tales: 
o The story takes place “Once upon a time” 
o There are good and evil characters 
o There is magic in the story 
o There is a happy ending 
o Read fairy tales from other cultures and note the similar characteristics 
o Students can retell the tale, sequencing pictures and/or text in the correct order 
o Students can create illustrations for the text of this fairy tale 
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o Explore the words of the song “Fungua, Fungua Hodi’ which are in Swahili (see 
pp.15), and their English meanings.   If working with a culturally diverse classroom, 
as students if they, or members of their family speak Swahili. 

o Explore the difference and similarities between counting in English and Swahili 
through the lesson plan at the following website: 
http://teacherlink.ed.usu.edu/tlresources/units/byrnes-africa/marhol/  

 
Social Studies 
Knowledge of Communities around the world can be developed by exploring the Swahili 
language. 

• Lead students through and explanation of the meaning of the Swahili words that 
make up the “Fungua, Fungua Hodi” song, and their English translations (see pp. 
15). 

• Explore another story told in Swahili  and English through the following link: 
http://pbskids.org/africa/  

 
Map and globe skills can be developed in conjunction with this story.  
o Find the continent of Africa on a map.   Explore the diversity and differences in the 

geographic areas (North, West and East Africa).   Identify which part of Africa the 
story originated in (ie Tanzania-East Africa and South Africa). 

o Estimate the distance from North America to Africa, using various units of 
measurement 

o Examine pictures of children living in African countries 
o Create a model of the twins’ house and the forest 
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Curriculum Connections – Grades 4 - 6 
 
Music 
Listen to the twins’ song on the CD accompanying this kit (track no. 3).   This song has 
4 “musical sentences” known as phrases. Each phrase is two measures long and has 4 
“beats” or “pulses.” The location of the beats is marked in bold and with lines below the 
text. 
 

Phrase 1: Fungua fungua, hodi  

Phrase 2: Mi pacha Azizi, hodi  

Phrase 3: Walo sio jitu, hodi  

Phrase 4: Fungua fungua hodi! 

• While listening to the song, students pat a steady beat, or pulse, on their legs 
• Play the beat on a different percussion instrument for each phrase (ie drum, sticks, 

maracas, bells) 
• Discuss the different “tone colour” or “timbre” of the percussion instruments 
• Using text from the song, create an accompaniment pattern that can be repeated 

(this is called an “ostinato”). Play the accompaniment pattern while singing or 
listening to the song 

  
 
 
Ex.  Twin brother, twin sister 
Discuss the fact that each character (or personified character) in the story is 
represented by a different instrument of the orchestra. 
• Aziza is represented by the oboe 
• Azizi is represented by the French horn 
• The forest is represented by the string family 
• The monster is represented by the tuba 
 
Use this discussion as a springboard to discuss the families of instruments in the 
orchestra. The following resources may be used to explore instrument families: 
• “Tune Buddies” series, published by Warner Brothers 2000, available at local music 

stores 
• “The Orchestra,” author Mark Rubin, illustrator Alan Daniel, available as a video 

narrated by Peter Ustinov, produced by Mark Rubin Productions Inc., 1990, Canada, 
available at local music stores 

• www.artsalive.ca, the National Arts Centre web site, has information on the families 
of instruments in the orchestra 

• www.library.thinkquest.org is a web site with information on the production of sound 
as well as information on instruments of the orchestra 
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Retell the story using percussion instruments to represent the characters. As a class or 
in small groups, choose a percussion instrument for each character. Compose a 
specific pattern that can be played for each character. The pattern can be written in 
musical notation or using language rhythms. Each time you mention a specific 
character, students play the appropriate instrument. Examples are suggested below: 
 
• Azizi can be represented by rhythm sticks  
 

 
“work in the  forest”  (Language rhythm) 
 

• Aziza can be represented by a triangle 
 
 

“I am  frightened” 
 

• Monster can be represented by crashing cymbals  
 
 
 

“Mon- ster  fierce and bold 
 

• Witch can be represented by drums 
 

 
 
 
“I must have my sleep, or else!” 

 
• Parrot can be represented by tambourine 
 
 
 

 
“Polly want a  cracker” 
 

The following sounds can be represented with sound effects requiring no specific 
pattern: 
• Forest can be represented by sounds imitating the wind in the trees, or by scraping 

fingers on the head of a drum 
• Wind can be represented by making whistling sounds 
• Rain can be represented by tapping fingers on desks or the floor 
• Birds can be represented by vocal sounds 
• Bees can be represented by “buzzing” sounds 
• Thunder and lightning can be represented by drums 
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• Students can create visual representations for these patterns and sound effects, and 

can write them down to create a composition using non-traditional notation 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Ex. Thunder    Wind 
 
 
 

 
Drama/Dance 
“The Twins and the Monster” lends itself to dramatization involving movement and role-
play. The following activities are suggested : 
• A class or a group of students can re-write the story as a drama 
• Students can interpret the drama using techniques such as tableau, “freeze” and 

character development; encourage students to develop concentration and 
authenticity while in role 

• Students can participate in decision-making concerning the technical aspects of 
staging a drama, such as costuming, set design and lighting effects 

• The drama can be rehearsed and performed for other classes and/or parents, 
ensuring that each student has a task (actor, stage crew, musician, audio-visual, 
etc.) 

 
Visual Art 
The use of masks in the National Arts Centre presentation of “The Twins and the 
Monster”  can be a springboard for an exploration of mask-making. Students can create 
masks for many of the characters, which can be used in a dramatization of the story. 
Try using some of the following materials in your mask-making: 
� Papier mache masks, using balloons as a base for the mask 
� Bristol board masks, decorated with textured materials (feathers, jewels, etc.); try 

gluing plastic screening behind the eye, nose and mouth openings for an interesting 
effect 

� Paper bag masks 
� Finger puppet masks 
For more suggestions on mask-making, visit 
www.yale.edu/ynhti/curriculum/units/1985/6/85.07.06x.html 
 
Language Arts 
This story is a classic example of the fairy tale genre. Encourage students to notice the 
following aspects of the story which are characteristic of fairy tales: 
o The story takes place in a far-off place and time 
o Characters are easily separated into categories of good and evil 
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o Elements of magic and the supernatural appear in the story 
o Nature and inanimate objects are personified 
o Good triumphs over evil 
 
A unit on fairy tales can be developed, using the following suggestions: 
o Read fairy tales from a variety of cultures; compare similar characteristics 
o Write a fairy tale, using “The Twins and the Monster” as a model 
o Write a fairy tale newspaper written on the day that Aziza was kidnapped, including 

a variety of writing styles: 
o News stories 
o Feature articles (interview Azizi as he searches for his sister) 
o Want ads (the Witch might want to sell her alarm clock, so that she may have 

an undisturbed sleep) 
o Editorial/Opinion Piece (should the village hire a detective to search for 

Aziza?) 
o Create “Wanted: Dead or Alive” posters for the monster and the witch 
o Rewrite “The Twins and the Monster” as a “fractured fairy tale,” changing the 

elements of the story in a satirical way; the following resource is a model: 
Scieszka, Jon and Smith, Lane, The Stinky Cheese Man and Other Fairly Stupid 
Tales,  Scholastic Inc., 1992, New York., ISBN 0-590-47676-9 

 
 
Social Studies 
Knowledge of Communities around the world can be developed by exploring the Swahili 
language. 

• Lead students through and explanation of the meaning of the Swahili words that 
make up the “Fungua, Fungua Hodi” song, and their English translations (see 
pp.15). 

• Use the following link to teach students about the countries in which Swahili, the 
most common language in East Africa, is spoken. 
http://www.ipl.org/div/kidspace/hello/swahili.html  

 
 
Map and globe skills can be developed in conjunction with this story. Suggestions 
follow: 

o Find the continent of Africa on a map 
o Estimate the distance from North America to Africa, using 

various units of measurement.    
o Discuss the different characteristics of each region of 

Africa (ie North Africa: much desert, Muslim-oriented 
culture; Central Africa-rivers, tropical forests, savannah).   
Use different  

o Examine pictures of children living in African countries 
o Create a model of the twins\ house and the forest 
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Sing Along and Recorder music “Fungua, Fungua 
Hodi”
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COLORING PAGE 
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Word Find Puzzle 
The Twins and the Monster 

 
F A Y F O P E W Z E N W L P M 
O I Z Z Q N E P O O Y E L A O 
R U H I I H G R I O Q D O R N 
E D N G Z I O S T M D P R R S 
S R A U B I S C R W N W T O T 
T M O R Q U W A S E S L I T E 
I O E T C Y U V T S E P F N R 
Q N R R C T H E R D S K G I D 
P C E C M U U Q I W E A S V I 
D P J T H E D R N C G A R A S 
S N I W T E L N G F A Z S B M 
A F R I C A S O O S L I X V G 
X K H P E F G T D C L Z S N Y 
R V M N T P I O R Y I A O D B 
H A W V Q G U O S A V S C A W 

 

AFRICA  

AZIZA  

AZIZI  

BRASS  

CAVE  

CONDUCTOR 

FOREST 

IMAGINE 

MASK 

MELODY 

MONSTER 

ORCHESTRA 

PARROT 

PERCUSSION 

SONG 

STRING 

TROLL 

TWINS 

VILLAGE 

WOODWIND 
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children 
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